
Subject: Re: Gun control
Posted by IronWarrior on Wed, 25 Jun 2008 18:07:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Guns are designed to kill, nothing else, why do you think wars become so deadly when armies
started to be equipped with them, you only need to look at WW1 and WW2 to see how deadly
they are.

One man armed with a simple mag fed rifle can kill 10x the number of people then a man armed
with any other blunt weapon and 100x faster and any idiot can use it, hench why they are so
popular and successful.

Back before the days of firearms, people had to train long hours with weapons to become good
with them, take the long bow or crossbow, both weapons require a strong man, the long bow for
exemple required years of training to be able to pull the string back and fire, the crossbow
required power to pull the lock back, at long range, a arrow might defect off a persons armour, the
arrow from a crossbow would go right through the armour from whatever range.

When the first guns and rifles started to be given out, they changed the face of warfare forever,
since any farm boy could use it and kill anyone with it.

The fact is, guns are deadly, oh they may be objects but that means nothing, if you remove
firearms from people, they would find it a hell alot harder to kill a other person.

Just to prove the fact, fly your fat american ass over here and we play two games.

First game, paint ball, we see how fast we can kill each other when we shooting at each other.

Second game, come at me with a stick in your hand and see how much I can put up a fight to live.

Against a firewarm, I have no defence, I can't block it, I can't defect it, he points the gun at me and
fires and am dead.

You find it alot harder to kill me with a knife or some other blunt weapon.
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